ROSE-COLORED GLASSES

The psychology of insiders and outsiders can explain why we have such a hard time agreeing on reality.

On Oct. 19, an estimated 70 million Americans tuned in for the final presidential debate between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. In theory, voters watching... 
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I SEE YOU

A collision of Chinese manufacturing, globalization, and consumer ignorance could ruin the internet for everyone.

On Oct. 23, one of the largest coordinated cyber attacks in history took down several major sites in the United States and Europe. In...
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CLIFFHANGER

A history professor who has
accurately predicted three decades of US presidential races is calling Trump win

Nevermind the Access Hollywood tape about women against their consent. Or the growing female accusers alleging an array of sexual indiscretions by...

It’s a one-point race: Trump closes on Clinton in a new Washington Post-ABC News poll

A new Washington Post-ABC News poll shows Trump has pulled within a point of Hillary Clinton with the Republican presidential nominee polling at 45%...

Science shows that telling small white lies actually turns us into bigger liars

The proverbial tangled web that grows from a small deception looks more like a slope to neuroscientists. A study published Oct. 24 in Nature...
Italy just experienced its most powerful earthquake in nearly 4 years

A magnitude 6.6 earthquake struck near the Norcia in the Umbria region of central Italy, strongest quake the country has felt since...
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The KKK was originally a giant, lucrative pyramid scheme

Today, the Ku Klux Klan is one of the most e and reviled symbols of American racism. But once a time when the...
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